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ABSTRACT: “how the thing is ”is a most important information for all of us .In a olden day when world wide web is 
not aware we all are used to ask our friend to recommend. Now Sentiment analysis had overcome this. Sentiment 
Analysis an application of NLP has been witnessed a blooming interest over the past decade. It is also known as 
opinion mining, mood extraction and emotion analysis. This paper describes the survey on main approaches for 
performing sentiment analysis .Different tools for Sentiment Analysis, Application Area of Sentiment Analysis. The 
main contributions of this paper include the sophisticated categorizations of a large number of recent articles and the 
illustration of the recent trend of research in the sentiment analysis and its related areas. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Sentiment Analysis is process of determining whether a piece of information is positive, negative, or neutral. It is also 
known as opinion mining. Sentiment analysis aims to determine the attitude of a speaker or writer with respect to some 
topic or overall contextual polarity of document. Attitude may be his/her judgment of evolution affective state or the 
intended emotional communication. When a piece of unstructured text is analyzed using NLP each concept in the 
specified environment is given a score based on the way sentiment.[3] Sentiment analysis is a new kind of text analysis 
which aims at determining the opinion and subjectivity of reviewers. With the growing popularity of websites like 
Amazon.com and Epinion.com where people can state their opinion on different products and rate them, the internet is 
replete with reviews, comments and ratings. It is thus easy to find subjective reviews on specific products. The online 
reputation of an item is considered as the cumulative opinion of the online community regarding that item.[1] The 
challenge of sentiment analysis is that, contrary to simple text classification, using an intuitive lexical-based 
classification doesn’t work well. The reason is that among the overwhelming number of reviews, there are reviews 
which don’t contain any intuitively subjective words and however express a strong opinion. Other reviews contain 
highly pejorative words and express a positive opinion. Here is an example”500 and 1000 rupees note was Bann is it 
good or bad??Here the subjective information will indicate did or did not in this good indicate positive and bad indicate 
negative. People share information and things to the world  with the use of Social Media like web journals, review 
sites, tweets and others sources.Actually the Web allow everyone to support human collaboration capabilities, 
empowering peoples to share opinions by reading and writing on web.Based on an opinion “is simply a positive or 
negative sentiment, view, attitude, emotion, or appraisal about an entity or an aspect of the entity” by a holder at a 
particular time . The element may be an item/services, occasion, individual, association, and the point comprising of 
elements/properties that shows  segments & characteristics of the element.[2] Sentiment analysis additionally known 
supposition mining, sentiment extraction, refers to the utilization of NLP, content examination and computational 
linguistic to recognize and extricate subjective data in materials. Estimation investigation is broadly connected to 
surveys and online networking for an variety of uses, going from promoting to client benefit. 

Sentiment analysis is  determing the attitude of a speaker or a author with respect to some topic.The demeanor might be 
its judgement,thefeelling of the writer when composing, or the proposed emotional .Sentiment analysis is a type of 
information mining that measures the inclination of individual’s opinions through natural language 
processing,computational etymology and content analysis, which are utilized to extract and analyze subjective 
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information from the Web - mostly social media and comparative sources. The analyzed information measures the 
general public's sentiments or reactions toward certain products, people or thoughts and reveals the contextual polarity 
of the data[2]. 

The survey gives an overall studies of the sentiment taxonomy use for sentiment analysis.Various application of 
sentiment analysis[3]. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

There are 2 type of technique to classify sentiment analysis: The Sentiment Classification (SC) techniques discussed with more 
detail.  

 
Figure 1.1 approaches of SA 

This review uniquely offers categorization of the various  techniques that is not found in different studies. It discusse 
additionally newly connected fields of sentiment analysis.Building Resources goes for making lexica, corpora which 
opinion expressions are process per their polarity, and generally dictionaries.This review provides a nearer look on 
these fields.Sentiment Classification technique is roughly categorized into machine learning approach,lexico approach 
and hybrid approach[4].The machine learning approach uses the machine learning algorithms and use linguistic 
options.Lexicon-construct approach depends in associate lexicon,And it is classified into dictionary-based approach 
and corpus-based approach.This approaches uses statistical or semantic methods to discover sentiment 
polarity.The hybrid Approach joins both methodology and  play a key role in the most of techniques[3]. 

 
1) Machine learning method: 

 
The content classification strategies utilizing ml approach which is typically divide into supervised and unsupervised 
learning strategies.In supervised strategies create utilizationof an oversized variety of labeled training record.In 
unsupervised strategy is used once it is hard to discover these labeled training documents[2]. 

 
Supervised learning method 
The supervised learning strategies depends on the presence of labeled training data.There is number of supervised 
classifiers in studies[1]. 
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(I)Naive Bayesian: 
The Naive Bayes classifier is the simple & typically used classifier.Naive Bayes classification model computes the 
posterior probability of a class, supported the distribution of the phrases within the content.The model works with the 
BOWs characteristic extraction that looks the position of the word within the document. It uses Bayes Theorem to 
predict the probability which might be offer feature set belongs to a selected label[2]. 

(II)Maximum Entropy: 

The Maxent Classifier noted as a conditional exponential classifier changes labeled feature sets to vectors victimization 
cryptography.This encoded vector is then want to figure weights for each feature which is able.This classifier is 
parameterize by a gaggle of Xweights, that is want to mix the joint options that unit generated from a feature-set by 
associate Xencoding.especially,the cryptography maps every Cfeature set, label attempt to a vector. 

 (III)Support Vector Machine:  

This basic in SVM is determines linear separators within the search area,This may best separate the various categories. 
there are  twocategories x, oand there are three hyper planesA,B,C. Hyper plane A offers the most effective division 
between  categories, on the grounds that the ordinary separation of any of the information focuses is that the biggest, 
therefore it speaks to the most extreme edge of partition[2]. 

 

 
Figure 2: Support Vector Machine 

SVMs area unit utilize as an area of variety of applications. These application area unit classify surveys according to 
their quality.SVM has uses two multiclass SVM-based approaches: One-versus-All SVM and Single-Machine 
Multiclass SVM to classes reviews.They additionally adopte associate information quality framework to induce 
information-oriented feature set.Then work done on digital cameras and MP3 reviews. Their outcome shows that their 
technique can preciously classify surveys in terms of their quality. It basically outperforms progressive ways. 
 
(2)Lexicon Based Approaches: 
The lexicon-based approach depends with reference to find the feeling vocabulary that is  use to analyze the content. 
There is two way that throughout this approach. The dictionary-based approach which depends on discovering opinion 
words, then searches the lexicon of their synonyms and antonyms.The corpus-based approach starts with list of opinion 
words, then finds different opinion words throughout a huge corpus to assist in discovering opinion words with context 
specific orientations.This is done by using applied mathematics or linguistics techniques[1]. 
 
 (I) Dictionary Based Approach 
Utilizing a lexicon way to deal with assemble assessment words is a comprehensible approach because most 
dictionaries (like WordNet ) list synonyms and antonyms for each word. throughout this way, an easy technique during 
this approach is to use variety of seed sentiment words to bootstrap supported the word and opposite structure of a 
lexicon. Specially, this system works as follows: To a small degree set of sentiment words with known positive or 
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negativ it is collected manually, that is very simple. The formula then grows this set by looking out among the 
WordNet or another on-line lexicon for his or her synonyms and antonyms. The recently discover word is another to 
the seed list. ensuing iteration starts.Once the method finish, a manual examination step was used to close up the 
outline. 
 
(II) Corpus Based Approach 
Via the use of  Twitter API we have collected a corpus of text posts and formed a dataset of 3 classes: good 
sentiments,poorsentiments,and a group of objective texts,To gather negative and positive assumptions, we have a 
tendency to followed constant procedure. we tend to needed Twitter for 2 kinds of emoticons: 
• Happy emoticons 
• Unhappy emoticons 
This two sorts of gathered corpora are utilized to prepare a classifier to perceive positive and negative sentiments[1]. 
 
(III)Tools for Sentiment Analysis: 
 
There are mainly 8 tools for the Sentiment Analysis which are cover in this survey .these all tools are most popular 
tools in most studies and they cover number of sentiment techniques: Tools are Listed here namely[4]: 
 

 EMOTIOCONS 
 LIWC 
 SentiStrength 
 SentiWordNet 
 SenteNet 
 SASA 
 Happiness Index 
 PANAS-t 

(A)EMOTIOCONS: 
The easiest to notice the means polarity positive and negative have an effect on of a message relies on the sensation it 
have.Emoticons becomes most well-liked in recent years, to the extent that some are currently enclosed in oxford 
lexicon.Emotiocons area unit face based and shows happy and unhappy feelings and in addition there area unit wide 
selection of non facial variations exist like <3 for heart shows feeling[4]. 
 
(B)LIWC: 
Linguistic Inquiry& Word Count, It is a text analysis tool that evaluates emotional, cognitive, structural components of 
a given contet which support the using lexicon words and their classified taxonomy[4]. 
 
(C)SENTISTRENGTH: 
SentiStrength implements the progressive machine learning technique inside the context of on-line social 
networks.most used sentistrength is available at link given below: 
http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/Download[4]  
 
(D)SENTIENET: 
SentieNet may be a way to sentiment analysis that explores computing and linguistics internet techniques.Main goal of 
SentieNet is infers polarity of excellent judgment concepts from the language text at a linguistics level[4]. 
 
(E)SASA: 
 SASA is Actually SAIL ALI SENTIMENT ANALYZER  a technique in view of machine learning 
methodology.SASA specifically as a result of it's  open supply tool and because there had been no apple-to-apple 
comparison of this tool against other ways inside the sentiment analysis literature. Most used the SASA python package 
version zero.1.3. 
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(F)HAPPYNESS  INDEX: 
Sentiment happiness index is made basic of emotional Norms for English Word terms and it  scores for a given text 
between one to 9, indicating the amount of happiness existing inside the text. 
 
(G)PANAS-t: 
The PANAS-t is a psychological scale proposes through every user to detect mood fluctuations of users on Twitter. 
This  method consists of an custom-made version of the Positive effect and  Negative effect on Scale (PANAS),which 
could be a popular technique in psychological science. 
 

Tools Technique Used By Tools 
Emotiocons Emotions contained in text 
SentiStrength 
 

LIEC lexicon with new 
option to strength and weak 
sentiments 

sSentieNet NLP techniques for identify 
the polarity at semantic level 

PANAS-t Eleven-sentiment 
psychometric scale 

Happiness index Affective Norms for English 
Words [ANFEW] scores 
measures. 

LIWC Dictionary and sentiment 
classified taxonomy 

 
TABLE1:Tool and Techniques Used By Tools[6] 

III. APPLICATION AREA OF SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 
 

The most common application of sentiment analysis is within the area of owners product. So there are several websites 
which offers machine-controlled summaries of reviews regarding product and regarding their specific aspects. A 
notable example of that's "Google Product Search." Sentiment analysis will offer worth to candidates running for varied 
positions. It sets campaign managers to trace however voters feel regarding totally different problems.Alternative most 
vital domain for sentiment analysis is that the money markets. There are many new things, article, reviews, and tweets 
regarding every objects.Sentiment analysis system will uses these totally different sources to seek out articles that 
debate the businesses and combination the opinion regarding them as one score that may be utilized by an automatic 
commerce system. One such system is that the Stock sonar[3]. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This article reviews, some of the main techniques that utilizes in the field of Sentiment analysis, Also discuss 

application and also described some tools that can be used for Sentient analysis. Number of commercial sentiment 
analysis system uses this approaches in order to avoid challenges and therefor their performance leaves a lots to be 
desired. 
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